
TAILLIGHT REMOVAL
TOOL SET

AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALTY TOOLS

Speedy and no damage
to remove the taillight!

You can remove small 
taillight certainly by using 
additional suction cups.

Adjust adsorption strongness
by changing the number of suction cups

Easily remove taillight
by using plural removers 
without damaging the body.

Available for various types of taillight

Shorten the work time and comfort bulb replacement
work by the force of the suction cups
to pull and remove the pin-clipped taillight unit.

With plastic case
（W350×D305×H84）

Packaging
（W363×D312×H95）

▼kg MSRP
Taillight remover　 × 2
2-piece set of suction cup for taillight remover
Plastic case
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TAILLIGHT REMOVAL TOOL SET
1.6 5 ¥ 14,000No.ATP7014
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【Features】
・The force of the suction cups remove the pin-clipped taillight unit.
・Various taillights can be applicable by using two removers
・The resin grip gives comfortable fitting and avoid slipping. 
・2 deep suction cups firmly adhere to curved surfaces. Suction cups moves
 flexible and slidable.
・2 additional suction cups included. You can use them for increasing
 adsorption force or  its replacement.
・With plastic case
*Plastic case is not sold individually



Provide solutions for  removing the taillight!

Any shape of taillights are applicable
with strong adsorption.

Speedy disassembling & assembling
without damaging the lens and housing!

AP701 AP701-1 Storage

The remover is easy to 
insert the space between 
headlight and housing, and 
does not slip when it pulled 
apart. The wedge keep the 
space between headlight 
and housing.

Suction cups are deep for strong adsorption, 
and big enough to disassemble of taillight. 
They fit various taillight.
(Suction cup diameter 55mm)

Additional and spare suction 
cups are available. Suction cups 
moves flexible and slidable.

Handle shape and size are easy to 
grip with one hand and both hands.

Gasket can be inserted into 
the housing smoothly with 
the silicon spatula.

The remover and wedge pull apart headlight
lens and housing, and secure a work space.

Easy to insert gasket into the housing
with the spatula.

Reduce the working time and risks of headlight breakage
even if you work alone. 

【Purpose】
・Replacement of automobile headlamp lenses. (only for the vehicles specified
 by car manufacturers can be replaced)
【Features】
・Reduce working time to replace (disassemble/assemble) headlight lenses. 
[Headlight lens remover]
・The tip opens when gripped, and the unique shape of the claw tip keeps the
 space without slipping.
[Headlight lens wedge]
・Keep a work space with vertical and horizontal burrs.
[Headlight lens gasket spatula]
・Gasket can be inserted into the housing smoothly with the silicon spatula.

▼g MSRP
Headlight lens remover
Headlight lens wedge ×2
Headlight lens gasket spatula
Case

Headlight lens gasket spatula

Headlight lens wedge × 2

Headlight lens remover

AP601
AP602
AP603

HEADLIGHT LENS REPLACEMENT TOOL SET
850 10 ¥ 14,000No.ATP6015

Assembly of headlight lens

Disassembly of headlight lens

▼g MSRP

Spare part
Description
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TAILLIGHT REMOVER

2-PIECE SET OF SUCTION CUP
FOR TAILLIGHT REMOVER

*Plastic case is not sold individually
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・If you try to remove it with
 a hard tool, it will scratch the
 car body.
・It takes time to cover the car
 body for preventing scratches.

Issues

Reduce the working
time with suction cups
without damaging and
covering the car body! 

Solution

●All sizes on this leaflet are indicated as millimeter unless mentioned.
●There might be size differences between those mentioned on this leaflet and the actual products but they are under our specification.
●Product design might be changed for the improvement.
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